Fujitsu STYLISTIC Q550 Slate PC
Your Professional Companion

Fujitsu recommends Windows® 7.
Businesses everywhere are discovering the merits of tablet computing but require a business-oriented device that enables their mobile workforce to get real work done. The STYLISTIC® Q550 Slate PC is the culmination of 20 years of Fujitsu tablet PC engineering expertise. The STYLISTIC Q550 combines a brilliant 10.1” wide-angle display, precise and pressure-sensitive pen input plus a touch screen for multi-touch input. It provides the ideal tools for creating content and collaborating. Utilizing the Windows® 7 Professional operating system, the STYLISTIC Q550 integrates perfectly with your existing IT infrastructure and runs the same office applications users are already familiar with. Multi-level security features like the Fingerprint Sensor, SmartCard slot, TPM (select configurations), and full disk encryption protect your valuable information. The removable quick-swap battery ensures the STYLISTIC Q550 works as long as you do, delivering on-your-feet computing that simply works for your business.
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Recreational internet devices are great for consuming content, but at work you’re composing documents and presentations as well as collaborating with others. Ideal for the mobile office, the STYLISTIC Q550 can connect with the world and – thanks to a superbly bright display with wide-viewing angles – you can share your work in all types of environments, even outdoors. You can annotate and edit documents just like conventional pen and paper, and exchange them instantly, both locally and worldwide. With digital pen handwriting input or onscreen keyboard with predictive text recognition and unique trace input, the STYLISTIC Q550 delivers enhanced productivity and efficiently improves workflow.

Providing one-touch access to applications, the Fujitsu HomeLauncher is a touch-optimized way to access commonly-used applications and programs you use most. The HomeLauncher also allows you to capture images for important documents (e.g., claims inspectors) with the “point and touch” webcam application. The front-facing camera and dual microphones enable you to speak face to face with people around the world using VoIP.

Presentations have become a major part of business. The STYLISTIC Q550 features high definition digital video and audio output via HDMI, so you can easily connect to a projector for broad audience communication and collaboration or to an HDTV for sharper images.

The STYLISTIC Q550 keeps you in touch. Embedded WLAN lets you connect to the internet through any WiFi network, from the legacy to the latest and best. Since there won’t always be a WLAN connection available, the STYLISTIC Q550 offers optional embedded mobile broadband 3G (separate WWAN service required) allowing you to stay connected wherever you are, whenever you need it.

There is also Bluetooth® connectivity for short-range wireless device connections. You can sync a Bluetooth wireless mouse, headset, or headphones for two-way audio on the go. You can even connect a Bluetooth keyboard, allowing traditional typing for a more efficient content creation experience.
Convenient, efficient content creation

- Create your content with a pen or the tap of your finger
- Handwriting recognition to document your ideas in a traditional method
- Touch-optimized for ease of use
- Unique onscreen keyboard with predictive text and a trace feature for quick input

Designed for collaboration

- Best-in-class bright (400 nit) 10.1 inch display for indoor/outdoor use
- Wide viewing angles for multi-user sessions
- Dual cameras, microphones, and Bluetooth for a true multi-media connectivity experience

Revise and review

- Mark up documents just like paper, and exchange them electronically and instantly
- Present with a projector or external display using the on-system HDMI port
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Rock-Solid Security for Your Business-Critical Data

When you are handling customer data, financial information, patient records, and other sensitive information, you don’t want to take chances with security. The STYLISTIC Q550 Slate PC incorporates a best-in-class suite of security features including a Fingerprint Sensor, integrated SmartCard reader slot, embedded TPM (on select configurations) and a solid state drive with full disk encryption to protect against unauthorized access of your personal and business data.

The STYLISTIC Q550 features professional manageability tools that help speed up and streamline management of clients across the enterprise IT landscape. The STYLISTIC Q550 can be managed remotely, in the same way -- and with the same security -- as other Windows 7 devices.

Mobile devices are particularly vulnerable to theft. The STYLISTIC Q550 is designed to maintain enterprise-grade IT security in mobile environments. With the SmartCard reader slot you simply insert a card. There is also an integrated fingerprint sensor that lets you instantly log on with a swipe of your finger. Together they prevent unauthorized use of your device. With hardware-based Full Disc Encryption (FDE) and Trusted Platform Module (TPM), data is unreadable to users without genuine encryption keys.

Even if the STYLISTIC Q550 is stolen you stay in control; if the worst happens and your slate goes missing, Computrace® by Absolute® Software is the answer. Computrace products allow you to track and secure devices along with the data they contain (Computrace® subscription required).
Smart compliance and governance
- Comprehensive hardware security based on encryption of data (Full Disc Encryption)
- Secure access to local and remote data
- Keep it private with powerful Windows 7 applications like BitLocker To Go™

Advanced security
- Fast user authentication and identification with the biometric fingerprint sensor
- Trusted Platform Module (TPM) allows you to protect digital identification and data
- Protected seamless connectivity with integrated WLAN and Bluetooth

Mature manageability
- Blends into your existing IT environment
- Lets you manage and update with professional tools
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The Usability Factor

The STYLISTIC Q550 Slate PC delivers a superior user experience with a host of features to make your work more productive as well as more enjoyable. Work indoors or outdoors with the brilliant wide-angle display. Use finger touch, pen input or the onscreen keyboard. You can log in with a single swipe of your finger. Work up to a standard business day by swapping out batteries with a fresh one. The STYLISTIC Q550 keeps going as long as you do.

The brilliant anti-glare 10.1-inch display, with multiple touch input capabilities, delivers extremely clear viewing for both daylight and indoor use. The display is viewable at an angle of up to 160 degrees, so team members can all see what’s on the screen without having to cluster around the display.

Have you ever felt anxious that your tablet’s battery life won’t last an entire work day? Why compromise mobility with a fixed battery? The STYLISTIC Q550 Slate PC takes productivity further - if you need more power to get you through a long shift, simply swap the user removable battery with a fresh battery and get back to work fast.

The STYLISTIC Q550 automatically detects finger touch or pen input, so you can switch seamlessly between the two. If you prefer to type in text, the onscreen keyboard, with predictive text and trace input, allows you to write faster without the added bulk of a traditional keyboard.
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**Natural and intuitive**
- Light weight (starting at approximately 1.7 lbs*) for all day working comfort
- Special coating for a sure hold
- Balanced weight distribution for easy handling

*Actual system weight may vary depending on configuration and manufacturing variability

**Seamless experience**
- Stay connected and on track with embedded mobile broadband 3G, WLAN and Bluetooth
- Becomes an extension of you with its auto-rotation and auto-reflow of content

**Quick access**
- Log in with the swipe of a finger
- Applications to capture your thoughts and access your data
Brilliant (400 nit) 10.1-inch display
Easily see what you’re doing regardless of the environment with the brilliant display and capacitive multi-touch screen

Superb wide-viewing angle screen
Excellent visibility for multi-user sessions, viewable at up to 160 degrees

Create content with pen or finger
Choice of data entry via pen-based handwriting recognition or onscreen keyboard with predictive text recognition

Touch-optimized interface
The Fujitsu HomeLauncher gives Windows 7 an excellent touch-optimized interface
Seamless connectivity
Optional embedded mobile broadband and versatile WiFi to stay connected anytime, anywhere

Rock-solid security for your business-critical data
SmartCard reader slot, Solid State Disc with Full Disk Encryption (FDE) support, fingerprint sensor for fast login and TPM module (select configurations) for added security

Windows® 7 Professional
Powerful Windows 7 applications that blend into your existing IT infrastructure

Quick-swap battery for all day computing
Allows you to take productivity further and reduces power outlet dependency
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Accessories
Customize your slate with a range of add-ons to complement productivity. Find out more at: www.shopfujitsu.com

Docking cradle
Conveniently charge your STYLISTIC Q550 and connect your peripherals

Folio case
Travel worry-free with your slate PC

Bluetooth keyboard with built-in pointing device
Enjoy the familiar convenience of an external keyboard and mouse

Additional 4-cell 38 Wh battery
Carry an extra battery so you won’t miss a beat
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